
With Patent Pending
MPS Touchview™

This “Patented Control System” automatically 
maintains a constant output of far infrared heat 
at the 9.4 micron level. Other saunas turn off after 
reaching their set convection air temperature, 
losing air temperature and creating an ineffective 
range of infrared. The TheraSauna® ® StableHeat™ 

”  System does not turn off, but powers down and 
sends a trickle charge of electricty to maintain the 
surface temperature of the TheraMitter ™ heaters,  
thus providing a continuous and effective 9.4 
micron range of far infrared to the user.

This control allows you to vary the infrared output 
from each TheraMitter ™ zone and control the 
infrared micron range. This is a tremendous feature 
for multiple sauna users. The person on the right 
can set their back TheraMitters ™ on full power and 
their feet to half power while  the person on  the left 
can set their back TheraMitter ™  to 80% power and 
their feet to 60% power. This is an awesome feature 
which allows programming personal comfort level                    
settings from 1 to 15 for each zone. The combinations 
of power settings are unlimited and will please even 
the  choosiest of consumers.

This special function allows the sauna to wave 
through an entire infrared spectrum. The sauna’s 
onboard computer system has 8 different pre-selected 
power settings which it will scroll through a new     
setting every 2 minutes. This feature will WOW even 
the most scrutinizing sauna user as they will be 
receiving near, middle and far infrared throughout 
the spectrum as this feature is set in motion. 

The programmable control allows you to set the desired time your sauna will turn on Monday through Sunday. Set the timer to pre-heat the sauna for you so it 
is ready when you get home from a hard day at work or it is ready to go when you pop out of bed in  the morning. Getting into a cold sauna and waiting for it to 
warm-up is a thing of the past.  Just press, set and forget... the sauna will remember the rest and be ready when you are. The onboard computer memory will hold 
the settings in memory even if the sauna experiences a power failure. 

7 Day Programmable Control (Dual Users)

Relax to the Tranquil 
Sounds of MPS Music



MPS Touchview™

Seven day programmable     •	
control for two users
5 Unique & relaxing music •	
tracks
100% Independent              •	
SpectraWave™ mode
10 Easy to read user friendly •	
touch screens
Micron Power Select•	 ™  System
SpectraWave•	 ™   System
Stable Heat•	 ™   System
Seperate Audio Controls •	
Screens
Automatic Setup Screen•	
Clock Setup Screen•	
Pre Heat & Hold Screen•	
In Use Screen•	
Use Now Screen•	
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